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Abstract
The impact of the B -drift in the cross-field transport and its effect on the density and power scrape-
off layer (SOL) width in the limit of low anomalous transport is studied with the fluid code
SolEdge2D. In the first part of the work, the simulations are run with an isothermal reduced fluid
model. It is found that a B -drift dominated regime is reached in all geometries studied (JET-like,
ASDEX-like and circular analytic geometries), and that the transition toward this regime comes along
with the apparition of supersonic shocks, and a complex parallel equilibrium. The parametric
dependencies of the SOL width in this regime are investigated, and the temperature and the poloidal
magnetic field are found to be the principal parameters governing the evolution of the SOL width. In
the second part of this paper, the impact of additional physics is studied (inclusion of the centrifugal
drift, self-consistent variation of temperature and the treatment of the neutral species). The addition of
centrifugal drift and neutral species are shown to play a role in the establishment of the parallel
equilibrium, impacting the SOL’s width, although the role of the centrifugal drift is limited to a low
diffusion level. Finally, the numerical results are compared with the estimate of the Goldston’s heuristic
drift based model (HD-model), the starting point of our study, and which has shown good agreement
with experimental scaling laws. We find that the particles SOL widths in the B -drift dominated
regime are at least two times smaller than the estimate of the HD-model. Moreover, in the parametric
dependencies proposed by the HD-model, the dependency with Bpol is retrieved, but not the one on T.
Keywords: edge plasma, SOL width, drift, heat transport
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
The description of heat load at the target [2], which takes
into account both transport in the main SOL and in the
divertor region, has permitted the removal of geometrical
effects and the extraction of a coherent multi-machine (JET,
DIII-D, ASDEX Upgrade, C-Mod, NSTX, MAST) empirical
scaling law for the H-mode [3, 4]. The strongest dependency
found is the one with the poloidal magnetic field (Bpol), giving
Bq,Eich pol
1.16l µ - , where q,Eichl is the SOL width estimated at
the target with Eich’s method [2]. This functional dependency
has been retrieved in other experiments, in MAST [5] and
in Tel at the mid-plane, in agreement with Eich’s scaling
https://doi.org/10.1088/1361-6587/aad650
1. Introduction
Economic viability of future fusion devices requires a suffi-
cient power spreading on plasma facing components (PFC) 
that are potentially damaged by high energy deposition, for 
example for ITER the divertor materials constraint in steady-
state is estimated at 10 MW m−2 [1]. For a given power
crossing the separatrix (PSOL), the peak heat load (qmax) is set 
by the scrape-off layer (SOL) heat channel width, commonly
named lq, and divertor spreading Sq [2], hence the heat 
channel width is a key parameter for tokamak operation.
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considering a two point model [6]. It is worth noting that this
feature is not specific to the H-mode, an empirical scaling law
on JET and ASDEX Upgrade in the L-mode shows similar
dependency with Bpol [7, 8]. The extrapolation of the H-mode
scaling law to ITER has predicted 1 mmql = , raising con-
cern for future reactor devices.
So far, empirical scaling laws lack a theoretical ground-
ing when confirming their predictions, and the mechanisms
driving the heat transverse transport in edge plasma are not
yet fully understood. This is a central issue for the design
and the sizing of future devices. Some theoretical studies
attempting to describe the way energy escapes the core
plasma through the separatrix and deposits on the PFC have
been carried out, but no definitive conclusion has yet been
drawn. In the L-mode, it is accepted that turbulence dom-
inates the cross-field transport, and theoretical models have
been proposed based on linear analysis using the gradient
removal theory [9], and based on a blob approach [10], to
predict the value of the SOL width in L-mode. In the H-mode
turbulence is strongly reduced in the pedestal and near SOL.
It is thus not clear which is the main mechanism driving the
transport through the separatrix. A heuristic drift based (HD)
model [11] proposed that the curvature drift is the main
mechanism driving the cross-field transport across the
separatrix in the H-mode determining entirely the SOL power
width. A similar description of the edge transport was earlier
proposed by [12] with a neoclassical approach. This model
has attracted much interest for its good agreement with
experience [3, 13, 14], in particular its prediction of the
dependency on Bpol.
The work presented in this paper aims to understand the
convective transport via the curvature drifts, in the limit of
weak collisional and anomalous transport. The understanding
of the HD-model is the underlying motivation of this work,
thus the fluid model used here includes restrictive assump-
tions taking into account the heuristics of the HD-model,
except for the assumption on the parallel equilibrium, self-
consistently solved in the simulations. Our numerical results
allow us to question two things: the internal consistency of
the model, and its consistency with experimental observa-
tions. Similar work has been published [15] assessing the
existence of a regime where the SOL width is determined by
B -drift. In this study, we use a different numerical model,
the 2D fluid code SolEdge2D, to further investigate the fra-
mework of such a B -drift dominated regime: its char-
acteristics, its dependencies on parameters and on geometry,
and its limits. In particular, we study the impact of the
addition of the centrifugal drift, the inclusion of temperature
variation and of the neutral species. Previously published
work [16], closely related to this work, has studied a more
complete drift based transport in a higher level anomalous
transport, in particular pointing out the importance of the
electric drift in cross-field drift transport. The study of electric
drift transport is out of the scope of this paper, and the full
drift dynamics should be discussed in future work.
We first seek a regime where the level of turbulence, set
via a diffusion coefficient in the model, does not impact the
SOL width. Even in a low turbulence regime, it is not obvious
that the magnetic drift could contribute significantly to the
flux-surface averaged transport as the drift presents an up/
down symmetry. Hence, an outward flux-surface transport
would require a strong up/down asymmetry [17]. We then
characterize such a regime and finally compare the SOL width
to the estimate of the heuristic model.
After a brief description of the SolEdge2D model
(section 2), the impact of the B -drift on cross-field trans-
port, plasma parallel equilibriums and radial profiles is first
studied at different levels of anomalous transport in a JET-like
geometry (section 3). After establishing the existence of a
B -drift dominated regime, we estimate SOL widths found
in such a regime. We also look at the parametric functional
dependencies (section 3.4) and the impact of geometry on the
SOL width (section 4). In section 5, we study the impact of
the centrifugal drift, another component of the magnetic drift
not always taken into account in fluid models. In section 6, we
release the isothermal assumption, and we study the impact of
the inclusion of neutral species. Finally, in section 7, we draw
a comparison between of numerical results and the estimate
of the HD-model for the SOL width, and we discuss the
assumptions made in the model.
2. Model description: setup and geometry
In this section, the model used for this study is briefly
described, see [18] for more details. SolEdge2D is a mean
field transport code that assumes toroidal axisymmetry of all
field and solves drift-reduced fluid equations with Braginskii
closure for electrons and an arbitrary number of ion species.
In the single ion case, of interest in this paper, the model
solves, for the ion density n, parallel ion velocity u, and
temperature of electrons and ions Te and Ti, equations (1)–(4),
which are solved using a finite volume numerical scheme.
Note that in sections 3–5, we use an isothermal model,
solving only equations (1)–(2) with T T constante i= = , and
the temperature variations are only included in section 6. At
the scale of the mesh grid, larger than the Debye length, the
quasi-neutrality is justified, so that the electron (ne) and ion
(ni) densities are taken equal n n ne i= = . Moreover, in this
work, we do not consider the physics of charge balance, thus
we assume ambipolarity for parallel current j 0= so that
electron and ion parallel velocity are supposed to be equal so
that u u ue i, ,= =   . This is an important assumption since
the B -drift is charge dependent and induces a plasma
polarization which should be discussed. This is the first
restrictive assumption of the studied model, this is a deliberate
choice made to follow the framework of the HD-model which
was the starting point of our study.
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where b denotes the direction of the magnetic field b
B
B= , mi
is the ion mass, e is the elementary charge, ik , ek are
respectively the coefficients of parallel conduction for elec-
trons and ions, and Qei is an energy transfer due to collision.
The inertia and viscosity terms of electrons are neglected
giving enE p Re ei= - - ( ) where EP is the parallel electric
field and R n T nj0.71ei e h= -   is the parallel friction
force. Here, Rei is simplified to R n T0.71ei e=  under the
assumption j 0= . The terms S
n, Snu, SEe and SEi are
external sources or losses due to collisions/reactions with
other species for density, momentum, and electron and ion
energy, they are thus null in the case where neutral species are
not included. In standard 2D transport code, turbulence is
inhibited as turbulence requires the treatment of the two
transverse directions, and the cross-field anomalous transport
is arbitrarily set via diffusion operator. The cross-field flux is
then equal to n D n nu udrift= - +^ ^ ^ . The diffusion
coefficient D⊥ stands for the local level of anomalous trans-
verse transport. For all the following simulations, D⊥ is set to
1 m s2 1- on a zone of few millimeters at the inner and outer
borders to avoid edge effect, and is equal to a constant,
labeled D, on the remaining part of the grid. D is the main free
parameter of this work and will be scanned to study the
impact of the fluid drifts on the transverse transport for dif-
ferent levels of anomalous transport. The viscosity n̂ is equal
to the diffusivity D⊥ on all the domain, and ion and electron
thermal diffusivities ( i,ĉ , e,ĉ ) are constant on all the domain
(equal to 1 m s2 1- or 0.1 m s2 1- ). In this work, only the
magnetic drift is considered, u u uB i cdrift ,= + , where u B
(equation (5)) denotes the B -drift (in the fluid approach
nu B divergence coincides with the divergence of the dia-
magnetic drift flux), and ucent (equation (6)) denotes the
centrifugal drift [19]. The magnetic field is in the ‘normal’
direction, that is to say u B is directed downward for ions.
Such drift expression does not follow a coherent drift ordering
at first order detailed in the paper [20]. Indeed, the electric
drift is omitted in spite of the fact that this is a drift of first
order. This is the second restrictive assumption of the studied
model. Once again this is a deliberate choice following the
heuristics of the HD-model. The implications of such an
assumption are discussed in the conclusion and are also
detailed in appendix A of [15].
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Three set of simulations are considered: (1) simulations
including no drifts, referred as diffusion simulations,
(2) simulations with including only B -drift, and (3)
simulations including both B and centrifugal drifts. In the
first stage, sections 3–5, the plasma is assumed isothermal,
and T is constant on all the domain, with T T 50 eVe i= = ,
and neutrals are not taken into account. These assumptions
are relaxed in section 6 to evaluate how they impact the
transport and plasma equilibriums.
The simulated domain extends from closed flux surfaces
in the vicinity of the separatrix, with Dirichlet condition
imposed to density n e 19 m 3= - - at the core boundary, to
open flux surfaces up to the wall. In the parallel direction
Bohm boundary conditions are imposed at the sheath
entrance. Simulations have been run for three magnetic
equilibriums, as illustrated in figure 1(a), a realistic diverted
JET-like geometry on a 80×139 r, q( )-grid with the fol-
lowing parameters R 2.895 m0 = , a 0.950 m= , the safety
Figure 1. Sketch of computational grid (black lines) for the diverted JET-like (a) and COMPASS-like (b) plasma equilibriums with the wall
position (red lines), (c) for the analytical circular equilibrium with the limiter position (red lines); for the purpose of legibility only one in
three edges are reported for the JET-like grid and one in four for circular geometry.
factor q95, defined as the safety factor on the flux-surface ψ
such as 0.95sepy y = , is about 5 in the near SOL and
B 2.2 T0 = , (b) a realistic diverted COMPASS-like geometry
on a 48×139 r, q( )-grid with the following parameters
R 0.55 m0 = , a 0.17 m= , q 495 » , B 1.15 T0 = , (c) an
analytical circular geometry on a 240×180 r, q( )-grid, with
the following parameters R 1, 075 m0 = , a 0.287 m= ,
q 495 » , B 1 T0 = . On a diverted equilibrium, a penalization
technique, a numerical technique to ensure Bohm–Chodura
conditions at the wall detailed in [18], is used which allows
simulation of the plasma up to the first wall to be enabled, as
shown with a red line on figures 1(a) and (b).
3. Convective transport by u∇B at low anomalous
transport in JET-like geometry
3.1. ∇B-drift dominated regime in the limit of low anomalous
transport
To study the role played by the B -drift in the particle
transverse transport, two sets of JET-like isothermal simula-
tions are first considered, the diffusive case, and the case
including only the B -drift, for various levels of D. In these
sets of simulations the coefficient D is scanned between
1 m s2 1- and 2 10 m s4 2 1´ - - , with the aim to find out whe-
ther a regime where the large scale convection by u B is the
main mechanism of particle transverse transport exists and
what would be the properties of such a plasma equilibrium.
On figure 2(a) total particle flux through the separatrix
due to the diffusion process equation (7) and due to the
convection via u B equation (8) are reported for both
B -drift and purely diffusive simulations as a function of D.
Note that all fluxes are normalized by the mean density at the
separatrix.
D n 7D,
sepò y G = -^ ^ ^ · ( )
nu 8B B,
sepò yG =^   · ( )
For D  1 10 m s2 2 1´ - - , the diffusive operator is
responsible for all the transport and the averaged convective
u B flux is even slightly negative. In that range of D, there is
no significant difference of n,Ĝ between simulations with or
without drift, in both cases the particle flux scales as D ,
expected for a standard diffusive process. At D =
1 10 m s2 2 1´ - - , the u B convective contribution in the
particle balance starts to rise and its relative weight continues
to rise with the decreasing level of transverse transport to end
up largely dominant for D 1 10 m s3 2 1 ´ - - , with a
contribution of more than 90% in the total balance. Hence, a
B -drift dominated regime is reached at low transverse
transport. In the following part of the paper, we denote as Dth
the value of D at the transition toward the B dominated
regime, that is to say the diffusion value below which the
B -drift starts to be the major player in the transverse
transport, i.e. when B, ,diffG ~ G^ ^ . For this set of simulations
(isothermal with JET-like geometry), we have 1 10 3´ <-
D 5 10th 3< ´ - . At this level of D, the diffusion source in the
B -drift simulations decreases faster than for the purely
diffusive simulations due to a relative flattening of the radial
profile around the separatrix (see section 3.3).
To give an indication of what would represent such a
level of transverse transport, let us recall some typical value
of diffusion coefficients used when addressing anomalous
transverse transport, as well as classical and neoclassical
processes. The typical diffusion for anomalous transport used
in the pedestal to match profiles in H-mode plasmas is of the
order of 1 10 m s1 2 1´ - - [21–24]; the estimation of diffusion
representing the dissipative process as established in [25]
gives a typical diffusion of DC » 1.5 10 m s3 2 1´ - - for the
classical process and DNC » 2.5 10 m s2 2 1´ - - for the neo-
classical process. Thus, the transition toward a drift domi-
nated regime appears to take place well below the
neoclassical level, and u B is predominant only at a diffusion
level lower than the classical level, which raises the question
of the possibility of achieving such a regime.
It is important to stress that the appearance of a flux-surface
averaged particle transport by u B is inevitably associated with
strong poloidal asymmetries. Indeed, nuB Bsepò yG =  ·
Figure 2. (a) Total particle fluxes through the separatrix normalized by the mean density due to diffusion process (red full squares), to
B -drift (red empty squares) for B -drift simulations, and for diffusive simulations (black triangles) as a function of D. (b), (c) Poloidal
distribution of the particle flux: global (full line), by diffusion (dot-dashed line), by u B (dashed line) for D 1 10 m s1 2 1= ´ - - (b) and
D 1 10 m s3 2 1= ´ - - (c).
yet u 0Bsepò y = · due to the vertical symmetry of the
B -drift implying that a sufficient up/down asymmetry is
necessary to permit BG to be positive. Figures 2(b) and (c) show
the poloidal local flux, where at relatively high diffusion
D = 0.1 m s2 1- , u B convection is found to contribute
significantly locally, but with the symmetry the positive flux at
the bottom strictly compensates the sink at the top, so the flux-
surface contribution is negligible. At low anomalous transport,
figure 2(c), the u B convective flux exhibits an up–down
asymmetry, and the source at the bottom of the torus becomes
bigger than the sink at the top, explaining the rise of its weight in
the flux-surface balance.
3.2. Equilibrium in drift dominated regime
In the previous section, it has been shown that at D Dth<
with D1 10 m s 5 10 m s3 2 1 th 3 2 1´ < < ´- - - - the convec-
tion by u B is the predominant particle source for the SOL, at
both local and global scales. Let us now characterize the
plasma equilibrium in such a regime. On figure 3, the poloidal
profiles in the near SOL of density (a) and Mach number
M
m u
T T
i
e i
=
+
 (b) are reported. At D 2 10 2> ´ - density is
almost constant in the poloidal direction, and the Mach
number is relatively low far from the target. At low D, the
most striking result is the appearance of a complex parallel
equilibrium presenting a supersonic transition that comes
along with the rise of sharp gradients and strong asymmetry
of the density in the poloidal direction. This is a surprising
result as in standard fashion it is considered that the flows stay
subsonic in the edge plasma. If recent works underline the
possible existence of supersonic flows close to the target
[26, 27], this is not the case for the main SOL where the flows
are believed to be subsonic. Moreover, such flows come also
with high asymmetry of density up to a factor of four, once
again such characteristics are surprising as they have not been
observed so far in experiments. Note that the density tends to
be higher at the bottom of the torus, in agreement with the
direction of the u B convection, which leads to an effective
particle source. This supersonic transition at low D comes
from the strong asymmetry of the effective particle source,
composed of a large source at the bottom of the torus and a
large sink at the top, creating an important Pfirsch–Schlüter
return flow. When decreasing the diffusion coefficient, the
pressure gradient increases, and it enlarges the Pfirsch–
Schlüter flow’s amplitude ( PPS, G µ ), reaching a super-
sonic transition coming along with a steady-state shock in the
poloidal direction. It has been verified that the transition is in
agreement with the model of supersonic transition presented
in [26].
In fact this transition can be explained by a reduced
model for the parallel equilibrium equation (9). In a steady-
state equilibrium, the continuity equation and the momentum
balance can be simplified in equation (9) by assuming that:
(1) the parallel particle flux distribution is of the form
S S zcos 21 2 p+ ( ), where zP is the normalized parallel coor-
dinate z 0, 1Î [ ], representing a constant diffusive flux and a
sinusoidal u B flux in a circular geometry, (2) the total
pressure is uniform in the parallel direction (i.e nT M1 2+( )
is conserved), (3) the Mach number is equal to 1 at both
targets.
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Figure 3. Poloidal profile in the near SOL ( 1.004r
a
= ) of the normalized density (a), and the parallel Mach number (b) for B -drift
simulations for D = 1 10 m s1 2 1´ - - (red line with squares), D = 5 10 m s3 2 1´ - - (blue line with triangles), and D = 2 10 m s4 2 1´ - -
(black line with circles).
When 0D , there always exists a subsonic smooth
solution with the branch n z
S z
2
1=
+ D

( )
( )
and M z =( )
S z
z2
1- D
G


( )
( )
. However, when 0D < i.e 4.6S
S
2
1
> no subsonic
smooth solution exists, thus it allows us to predict the
threshold in D when the supersonic bifurcation first appears.
Let us now estimate the value of diffusion where the super-
sonic transition should occur. The diffusive particle flux is
equal to D n D n
n
 =
l^
, with the particles’ SOL width, nl ,
equal to
qR D
c
2
s
0p for a standard diffusive process. For the
contribution of the B -drift, the coefficient S2 corresponds to
the maximum flux by diamagnetic drift S nu B2 ,max=  , note
that u B in the isothermal case is only a function of
the geometry as the temperature is imposed. Thus, the
bifurcation toward a supersonic transition should appear
when 4.6
qR
c D
u u2B
D
n
B
s
0= =
p
l
  . The numerical application
gives Dtrans » 1.5 10 m s2 2 1´ - - for a JET-like configuration.
In simulations, supersonic flows first occur at D = 5 ´
10 m s3 2 1- - , that it to say at lower diffusion than predicted.
This discrepancy can be explained by the assumption of a
circular geometry in our model equation (9). Moreover, the
numerical scheme order was shown to impact the value of the
transition through its ability or not to capture shocks accurately.
In fact for a circular geometry with a second order weighted
essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) scheme the model predict
the correct value of Dtrans. It is worth noting that the rise of the
u B convective transport appears at the same diffusion as
supersonic transition, therefore it seems to be a necessary
condition to be in a drift dominated regime of transport as it
allows strong symmetry breaking of the density.
3.3. SOL width and scaling
We now aim to define an SOL width looking at the radial
profiles in figure 4 at the outer mid-plane (a) and at the outer
target (b). For D Dth , radial profiles follow the classical
description of a decreasing exponential. Profiles of both set of
simulations, with or without u B , coincide except for a small
inward shift of the peak at the outer target due to the inward
direction of u B below the X-point. However, for simulations
with supersonic transitions, profiles of simulations with and
without drift differ significantly. Moreover, profiles at the
outer mid-plane of B -drift simulation are not well fitted by
an exponential function, thus the definition of SOL width by a
single e-folding length is no longer relevant. Hence, we use
the so-called integral decay length on density profiles defined
by n r r ndn,int maxòl = ( ) . This is a convenient definition as it
permits comparing exponential profiles with more complex
ones, furthermore it is meaningful as it is directly linked to the
peak value. Another way to define the SOL’s width, most
commonly used in experiments [3], is to proceed with an
Eich’s fit [2], a convolution of a decreasing exponential and a
Gaussian at the outer target profile, and the resulting esti-
mation of the SOL width is denoted n,Eichl . Since it is the
most commonly used in experiments and that the SOL width
described by the HD-model is the one at the target, the Eich’s
definition is prioritized in this section. Nevertheless, there are
three cases when the Eich’s definition can not be used:
(1) when the profiles at the target are not well fitted by an
Eich function, i.e. with a correlation coefficient below 0.95
(sections 5 and 6), (2) when we consider limiter geometry
(section 4), (3) when we look at the profiles far from the wall
(for the variation of the SOL width in the poloidal direction),
in such cases we will use the integral description instead of
Eich’s. Note that all estimates of SOL width take into account
the flux expansion by remapping profiles at the outer mid-
plane in order to get rid of obvious geometric effects.
It is also important to point out that gradients vary not
only in the radial direction but also in the poloidal direction.
In figure 5 we observe that at low diffusion n,intl is uniform
for purely diffusive simulations, but presents variation in the
poloidal direction in the drift dominated regime. Note that
here variations are moderate but in other sets of simulations
(see section 5) poloidal variation amplitude of n,intl can reach
a factor of four. In conclusion, one must keep in mind that an
estimation of an SOL width by a single value summarizes the
transverse transport but is an oversimplification and hides the
complexity of the plasma equilibrium.
Figure 4. Density radial profile for diffusive (dashed lines) and B -drift (full lines) simulations at the outer mid-plane (a), and at the outer
target (b), for D = 1 10 m s1 2 1´ - - (red), and D = 2 10 m s4 2 1´ - - (black).
On figure 6, n,Eichl is reported as a function of D. The
estimate of the HD-model HDl for the simulation parameters
and geometry is also reported with a blue dashed lines the
comparison with the model will be discussed in the last
section of this paper. We observe a perfect D scaling for
purely diffusive simulations. The code is therefore robust in
this low diffusion regime and is not dominated by spurious
numerical diffusion. As the use of low diffusion coefficients
are numerically challenging we have also proceeded to a test
of convergence with the grid spatial resolution, and found that
the estimate of nl does not change when increasing the
resolution of the grid in B -drift simulations.
For B -drift simulations, n,Eichl scales also as diffusive
simulations for D 5 10 m s3 2 1 ´ - - , that is to say above
Dth, which is in agreement with the result of section 3.1 where
we have established that the diffusive operator is largely
dominant in the transport in that range of D. This transport
mechanism is thus the one setting the SOL width. This is
followed by a stagnation of n,Eichl corresponding to the
transition toward the drift dominated regime, and n,Eichl
saturates at a non-zero value when D tends towards zero. Note
that the stagnation appears at D 5 10 m s3 2 1< ´ - - , therefore
at the same level of diffusion as the transition towards the
drift dominated regime i.e. for D Dth< . Hence, at low dif-
fusion, one indeed finds a regime where the B -drift is the
mechanism entirely determining the SOL width. In such a
regime, n,Eichl does not depend on the diffusion level. One
can then define the SOL width associated with the B -drift
large scale transport by limB D 0l l=  . Here, we
find 1.5 mmBl » .
The same scan can be made for n,intl estimated at the
outer mid-plane, that gives a similar trend but with a lower
value of stagnation 1 mm» . Note that once again the n,intl
saturation appears at the same time as the supersonic trans-
ition, that is to say D Dth trans~ , confirming that the drift
dominated regime is governed by a complex parallel
equilibrium.
3.4. Parametric dependencies
In order to have further insight in the drift dominated regime,
we now look at the parametric dependencies of the SOL
width Bl in such a regime. The three scanned parameters
are: the temperature T T Te i= = for T= 25 eV, 50 eV, 75 eV,
and 100 eV, and both poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields
Bpol and Btor, which vary independently. Note that here the
scaling is done for n,intl because the target profiles are not
well fitted with an Eich description. However, we have
already assessed that the trend of n,Eichl and n,intl are similar.
In figure 7, n,intl are reported for the lowest diffusion
value D = 2 10 m s4 2 1´ - - as an estimate for Bl =
limD 0 intl , as a function of the main parameters. We find
that the SOL width depends on two principal parameters:
the temperature and the poloidal magnetic field. First, Bl
presents a positive correlation with T, of the form Ta with α
strictly lower than 0.5 ( n,intl Tµ is indicated by the dashed
lines). The scaling in Bpol shows a decreasing dependency
with Bpol, close from the inverse dependency Bn,int pol
1l µ -
observed in experiment.
The SOL width results from a competition between the
parallel and cross-field transport in the main SOL. Hence, one
can define a fundamental SOL width associated with a
mechanism by taking the equality between the parallel char-
acteristic time (t) and the characteristic time associated with
this mechanism of cross-field transport (t̂ ). We can thus get
an estimate of the SOL width with:
v
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v
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Figure 5. Poloidal profile of n,intl for diffusive (dashed line),
B -drift (full line) and both B and centrifugal drift (dot-dashed
line) simulations for D = 2 10 m s4 2 1´ - - .
Figure 6. n,Eichl for purely diffusive (black triangles), and for
B -drift (red squares) simulations as a function of the diffusion
coefficient, the dashed straight lines represents the D scaling, and
the x- and y-axis are in log-scale, for JET-like simulation.
Note that the parametric dependencies of Bl in
equation (12) are the ones found by the HD-model, as it
follows similar lines of thought. The discrepancies of the
numerical results with this rough estimation can be explained
by the fact the parallel flows evolve with Bpol and T, but this
evolution is not captured by the simplified estimation. In fact,
the estimation of Bl as the integrated radial displacement
driven by the B -drift should depend on the parallel velocity
and on the parallel length traveled by particles flowing toward
the outer divertor target. On figure 8, we observe that the
stagnation point, separating particles flowing to the outer
target and to the top of the machine, moves downward with
an increase of T or a decrease of Bpol. This explains the
weaker correlation between Bl and T as the effective par-
allel length traveled by the particles decreases with T, which
is not accounted for in the estimation of Bl scaling.
Finally, it is worth noting that there is an additive func-
tional dependency with Btor weaker than the one in Bpol, but
not completely negligible either, this effect is also explainable
by the parallel flows evolution.
4. ∇B-drift dominated regime in other geometries
The scan of the level of anomalous transport is also made for
two other geometries: a circular limited and a COMPASS
divertor magnetic equilibrium (figures 1(b) and (c)), to study
whether the conclusions drawn in the previous sections are
robust in other equilibriums and what the impact of the
geometry is on the results. In this section, n,intl at the outer
mid-plane is used for the definition of the SOL width in order
to compare the circular and the divertor geometry.
The same pattern is retrieved in both geometries, with
two regimes depending on the level of anomalous transport:
(1) a diffusive dominated regime at high D where transport is
dominated by diffusion and n,intl scales as D , and (2) a drift
dominated regime with a stagnation of n,intl and a non-zero
limit when D tends toward zero. Hence, the B -drift domi-
nated regime exists independently of the magnetic config-
uration. Let us stress that the threshold value of D, Dth for the
stagnation of n,intl , occurs in all cases at Dtrans, that is to say
the bifurcation towards supersonic flows. This reinforces the
Figure 7. n,intl SOL for B -drift simulations at D = 2 10 m s4 2 1´ - - as a function of the temperature, with red dashed lines representing the
T scaling (a), and as a function of the multiplicative factor, Ba , on Bpol and Btor with dashed lines representing the Bpol
1- scaling (b).
Figure 8. Mach number poloidal profile in the near SOL, for B -drift simulations for D = 2 10 m s4 2 1´ - - for (a) several temperatures
T = 25 eV, 50 eV, 75 eV, and 100 eV, respectively blue, green, red, and cyan lines, and (b) different Bpol B1 1.5, 1, 1.5 pol,0= ´
respectively blue, green, and red lines.
conclusion that the supersonic flows are a characteristic
inherent to the B -drift dominated regime, as they do not
depend on the geometrical configuration. Furthermore, in
both geometry Dtrans is correctly predicted by the simplified
model presented in section 3.2 predicting Dtrans =
1.8 10 m s1 2 1´ - - for circular geometry with a transition for
D between 1 10 m s1 2 1´ - - and 5 10 m s1 2 1´ - - in the
simulations, and D 2.8 10 m strans 1 2 1= ´ - - for COMPASS
geometry with a transition for D between 1 10 m s1 2 1´ - -
and 5 10 m s1 2 1´ - - in the simulations.
We now compare the value of stagnation Bl with the
HD-model estimate, that is to say an SOL width proportional
to T Ba
R pol
1- also obtained in equation (12). We observe in
figure 9(a) that the ratio B HDl l is approximately constant at
∼2–3 for the three geometries. This invariable ratio in the three
geometries could be explained by the similarity of the parallel
equilibrium. Indeed, in figure 10, reporting the Mach number
poloidal SOL profile at a distance n,intl from the separatrix, one
can observe that the profiles at the low field side (LFS) coin-
cide for the three geometries. This interpretation is consistent
with the previous assertion that the parallel equilibrium has a
strong impact on the establishment of l in this regime and that
the discrepancy with the rough scaling law comes from the
assumption of constant parallel speed and parallel length. This
also explains that we find about the same ratio for all geome-
tries for the same LFS parallel flows. At the high field side, the
parallel flows differ greatly because of the symmetry breaking
of divertor configuration: for COMPASS geometry the u B
contribution is weaker at the high field side (HFS) due to the
triangularity implying weaker Pfirsch–Schlüter flows, on the
contrary the circular geometry presents a relatively symmetric
parallel profile.
5. Influence of the centrifugal drift
In fluid models, the centrifugal drift is often neglected
under the assumption of a small Mach number in the SOL,
M 1u
u
2
B
cent =

∣ ∣
∣ ∣
. However, we have previously assessed
that in B -drift driven simulations supersonic flows are at
play, thus neglecting ucent is not relevant. In this section, the
impact of the centrifugal drift on the transverse transport,
parallel equilibrium and resulting SOL width is investigated
in a JET-like magnetic configuration. For this purpose, we
compare simulations including both B and centrifugal drifts
with the ones including only the B -drift.
In figure 11 we observe that the centrifugal drift flux is
the largest term in the local particle flux crossing the separ-
atrix whereas its flux-surface averaged contribution is negli-
gible tot 10%curv FS FSáG ñ áG ñ < . Contrary to the B -drift
flux, the centrifugal drift flux is not only dependent on the
density but also on the parallel flow amplitude. Now, the
latter presents opposite asymmetry to the density. As a result
the centrifugal drift has a negligible contribution to the par-
ticle flux averaged on a flux-surface. Nevertheless, ucent has
an indirect impact on the transverse transport, through the
modification of the poloidal equilibrium and B u,with FScentáG ñ »
1.25 B u,without FScent´ áG ñ . The plasma equilibrium response to
the centrifugal drift is complex, and hard to capture as it
results from a complex interplay between symmetry breaking
of both the parallel velocity and the density, however several
effects on the plasma equilibrium and the transverse transport
can be underlined.
The first impact of ucent is to stimulate the symmetry
breaking. Poloidal profiles present greater variation for Mach
number but also for n,intl (figures 5 and 12) when it is
included in the model. The amplitude of variation in the
poloidal direction of n,intl at LFS for simulation with cen-
trifugal is twice as big as when ucent is not included in the
simulation, and the maximum of the Mach number is 1.5
Figure 9. n,intl for B -drift simulations normalized by the heuristic
model prediction in JET-like (blue triangles), COMPASS-like (red
circle) and circular geometries (green squares); both x- and y-axis are
in log-scale.
Figure 10. Mach number parallel profile for JET-like (blue with
triangles), COMPASS-like (red line with circles) and circular (green
line with squares) geometries at a distance of n,intl from the
separatrix and for D = 2 10 m s4 2 1´ - - .
Figure 11. Poloidal profile of the local radial flux due to diffusion,
B -drift, centrifugal drift, and total contribution for D = 2 ´
10 m s4 2 1- - .
times greater in the case with ucent. Moreover, ucent favors the
transition towards supersonic flows which appears at higher D
for simulations including ucent.
This drift also has an impact on radial profiles. At
D Dth< , radial profiles exhibit three distinct layers
(figure 13(a)) in simulation including ucent. When moving
from the separatrix to the far SOL, one first finds a boundary
layer, of about 1.5 mm wide, characterized by a flat gradient,
followed by a second layer with a steeper gradient and finally
the last layer with an intermediate gradient. The first layer can
be interpreted as a thin layer due to the radial displacement
via drift convection of particles from the core. Simulations
with only B -drift included also present the same kind of
pattern, although less marked. The second layer is one where
the transport would be essentially diffusive, in fact the
e-folding length in this layer is about the same as the one in
the simulations without diffusion. The explanation of the third
layer is not straightforward, but it is most probably linked to
the rise of the diffusion coefficient at the outer border of the
mesh, or to the boundary condition at the wall. Note that this
feature is also retrieved at the outer target, with irregular
radial profiles presenting a flat layer in the area of the strike
point.
6. Impact of the inclusion of temperature variations
and neutral species
The previous model does not explicitly address either the heat
transport or the neutral species. In this section, we look fur-
ther at the impact of self-consistent electron and ion temp-
erature variations on particles and power SOL width.
Simulations are run for two values of thermal diffusivities
i e, ,c c= =^ ^ 1 m s2 1- and i e, ,c c= =^ ^ 0.1 m s
2 1- , which
are chosen as they are representative of the classical value of
thermal conductivities in the pedestal used in mean field fluid
simulations to fit the H-mode experiment [21–24]. Concern-
ing the boundary conditions, the electron and ion tempera-
tures at the inner boundary are taken as constant, equal to
100 eV. In figure 14, we observe that, for 1 m s2 1- , the value
of n,intl as a function of D follows the same trend as in the
isothermal simulation, and the value of saturation of n,intl is
similar to the one found in isothermal simulation
1.1 mmn,intl = . Moreover, we find that n q,int ,intl l» , under
the assumption of high thermal diffusivity. Let us also
underline that the equilibrium presents the same features as in
isothermal simulations, that is to say the presence of super-
sonic flows and steady-state shock. In the set of anisothermal
simulations, the supersonic transition occurs at higher D due
to a higher temperature at the separatrix. Simulations have
been also run for this c = 0.1 m s2 1- . It is found that the value
of n,intl at low D is not impacted, but as expected the value of
stagnation of q,intl is smaller, but only by about 15%. In this
range of χ, the power SOL width is not strongly impacted due
to the fact that T nl l . Thus, in the B -drift dominated
regime, and for the chosen thermal diffusivities, the
assumption that q nl l» seems reasonable, and the inclusion
of temperature variation does not impact drastically the
equilibrium.
Finally, we study the impact of the inclusion of neutral
species in a low recycling regime in the case where only the
B -drift is taken into account. Simulations have been run
with tungsten PFC for the divertor target and beryllium PFC
for the outer wall, with recycling coefficients of 0.99 and 1,
respectively. The density is set at 1 10 m20 3´ - at the inner
boundary, the density at the separatrix is about 1 10 m20 3´ -
in order to be in a low recycling regime (i.e. the framework of
the HD-model), and a diffusion coefficient is taken to equal
2 10 m s4 2 1´ - - in order to study the B dominated regime.
The inclusion of neutral species is expected to impact the
results as it modifies the value of parallel velocity in the
divertor region, and we have previously shown that the par-
allel equilibrium plays a major role in the establishment of the
SOL width. In figure 15 we observe that the inclusion of
neutral species results in a smaller amplitude of parallel flows,
even if a supersonic transition is still reached in this case. This
also impacts the parallel variation of density which is of a
smaller amplitude and less abrupt. Looking at the profiles at
the outer mid-plane, we observe that the simulation including
neutral species presents radial profiles with a flatter gradient,
resulting in a larger SOL width, 1.7 mmn,intl = and
1.5 mmq int,l = . This can be explained by the fact that the
Mach number amplitude is lower in the lower-outer quadrant,
so that particles crossing the separatrix at the bottom and
flowing toward the top of the machine are drifting for a longer
time, resulting in a larger SOL width at the outer mid-plane.
However, if we now look at the outer target profile we
observe the inverse effect, where both density and heat flux
profiles of simulation without the inclusion of neutral species
are more spread than with their inclusion (figure 16). The
detailed study of the physics in the divertor region is out of
the scope of this paper, but let us mention several mechanisms
that can explain this effect. First it is important to underline
that the repartition of particle sources is completely modified,
and the ionization of neutrals in the divertor region becomes a
major player in the source for the plasma. This tends to
decouple the physics of the main SOL and divertor,
explaining that we observe opposite variation of the profile in
Figure 12. Poloidal profile of Mach number in the near SOL
( 1.004r
a
= ) for B -drift simulation (red with square markers) and
for B and centrifugal drift simulation (blue with triangle markers)
for D = 2 10 m s4 2 1´ - - .
the two regions. This effect can also be observed in the par-
allel flow amplitude, in simulations without neutral species
only a thin boundary layer at the vicinity of the separatrix
presents a Mach number close to zero, when in simulation
with neutral species the Mach number is close to zero at the
divertor entrance on all the radial domains of the SOL. The
fact the radial profile at the outer target presents a sharper
gradient at the strike point where neutral species are included
could be partly due to ionization. Indeed, this mechanism is
proportional to the local density, so will be at a maximum at
the strike point, this way reinforcing the plasma source at the
peak location.
7. Comparison of the results with the heuristic-drift
based model and discussion on its hypothesis
The reduced model used in section 3 corresponds to the main
assumption made in the heuristic drift based model. Hence,
it is worth comparing n,Eichl with the one predicted by the
HD-model, a2 2 B
B R LHD p MP
l r=
( )
. The numerical application
for the JET geometry gives 3 mmHDl » , namely twice the
limit found in simulations lim 1.5 mmD n0 ,Eichl » . Let us
recall that this discrepancy between our numerical results and
the HD-model estimate is also retrieved for the other geo-
metries (section 4). Moreover, the functional dependency of T
( HDl Tµ ) is not retrieved in our simulations. The scaling in
Bpol, although it shows a better agreement with the model, is
not unquestionable. Indeed, the dependency seems to be
weaker than predicted, as highlighted by the lower Bpol point,
showing a variation 40% lower than the HD-model prediction
(figure 7(b)).
The discrepancy between numerical results and the model
is readily explainable by the parallel equilibrium, important in
the establishment of the SOL width in the drift dominated
regime. Indeed, the reduced model predicts n,Eichl under the
assumption that the parallel velocity is constant and equal to
c 2s in the lower-outer quadrant of the SOL, while the Mach
number at low diffusion varies between −cs and cs in this
poloidal extent (figure 3). Moreover, it assumes that particles
flow from the outer target to the entry of the divertor when in
Figure 13. (a), (b) Density radial profile for diffusion (blue dashed lines), B -drift (blue dashed–dotted lines), and B and centrifugal drift
(blue full lines) simulations at the outer mid-plane and at the outer divertor (b) for D = 2 10 m s4 2 1´ - - . (c) n,intl SOL for B -drift
simulations (blue triangles), and for B and centrifugal drift simulations (green squares) as a function of the diffusion coefficient for
JET-like simulation.
Figure 14. n,intl and q,intl for B -drift simulations as a function of
the diffusion coefficient in anisothermal JET-like simulation.
Figure 15. Mach number poloidal profile in the near SOL, for
B -drift simulations for D = 2 10 m s4 2 1´ - - for simulation
without neutral species (red with square markers), and with neutral
species (black with circle markers).
Figure 16. Heat flux radial profile B -drift simulations at the outer
target for D = 2 10 m s4 2 1´ - - for simulation without (red line) and
with (black line) the inclusion of neutral species.
low diffusion simulations the stagnation point is halfway
between the outer mid-plane and the X-point so particles
crossing the separatrix at the outer mid-plane flow to the top of
the machine and not downward to the divertor target. In con-
clusion, within the main hypothesis of the model, the
assumption of a B -drift dominated regime seems to lead to a
contradiction with the first heuristic, that ‘the parallel flow
along B to the divertor competes at order unity with the usual
Pfirsch–Schlüter parallel flow to the opposite side of the
plasma’ [11]. Hence, these results raise questions about the
internal consistency of the HD-model, as the assumption
B -drift as the main player of particle transport through the
separatrix is in contradiction with the hypothesis on the parallel
equilibrium. One should also keep in mind that some physics
missing in the HD-model is proven to play an important role in
the plasma equilibrium. First, the centrifugal drift is implicitly
neglected in this model under the assumption that u c 0.5s » .
However, we have shown, on the contrary to this assumption,
that the B -drift dominated regime is characterized by large
amplitude flows and that ucent plays a role in the establishment
of the equilibrium (section 5). Furthermore, the HD-model
explicitly addresses neither the heat transport nor the neutral
species. If the assumption that the thermal transport is fast
enough so that n ql l» seems to be valid considering the
classical diffusivity used in the pedestal, the impact of the
neutral species should be taken into account as it impacts
significantly both the equilibrium and the profiles.
The study of the charge balance is out of the scope of this
work, and is a hard task from a numerical point of view due to
the complexity of the equilibrium presenting stationary shock
and sharp gradients. However, we know that the B drifts are
charge dependent, and in the B -drift dominated regime, the
principal mechanism of transport leads to a charge separation
and must therefore drives significant electric fields. Moreover,
it has been shown that the electric drift has not only an
importance in E B´ turbulence but also drives large scale
transport that needs to be taken into account even for a laminar
approach [28]. Due to numerical constraints too demanding in
the regime of low D considered here, no simulation including
the drift E B´ has been run yet. However, one could expect a
strong effect from the addition of the drift, especially in the low
anomalous transport regime. Indeed, for a quasi-adiabatic
electric field model, one has Nlnf q qµ( ) ( ). Considering the
large poloidal inhomogeneities of density, it would create a
large f¶q , i.e. a large radial E B´ drift velocity uE
r . Such
E B´ flows could significantly modify the equilibrium.
8. Conclusions
In this work, we have studied the impact of the B -drift on the
cross-field transport and on the SOL’s width for different levels
of anomalous transport using the fluid code SolEdge2D. The
first conclusion of this work is that in all cases, including ani-
sothermal simulations, simulations taking into account neutral
species, and all geometries, a B -drift dominated regime is
reached at low D. In this regime the value of SOL particles or
power width is set by the magnetic drift and does not depend on
D. However, the relevance of this regime is disputable as it
exists only at very low anomalous and collisional transport,
well below the neoclassical level. This result is in agreement
with the previous work of [15]. If we reach in all cases the
B -drift dominated regime, the resulting SOL widths are
significantly lower, by a factor of two to three, than the estimate
of HD-model. Moreover, the parametric functional dependen-
cies of the estimate, in particular the one on T, are not retrieved.
Another robust conclusion is that the B -drift domi-
nated regime and the saturation of SOL width are linked to
the transition toward a complex poloidal equilibrium, char-
acterized by the apparition of supersonic flow and steady-state
shock. This appearance of a supersonic transition is supported
by a simple one dimensional analytical model, which
has shown good agreement with numerical simulations.
Moreover, the parallel equilibrium seems to play a role in the
establishment of the SOL width, and it provides a reasonable
explanation for the discrepancies between the estimate of the
HD-model and the numerical results. Hence, a reduced model
for the drift dominated regime should take into account the
complexity of the parallel equilibrium. Furthermore, if at an
intermediate and high diffusion level the role of centrifugal
drift is not perceptible due to low amplitude of the Mach
number, this is not the case in this regime characterized by
large Mach number amplitude. In such a regime, the impact of
the centrifugal drift should be explicitly taken into account,
and we have shown in section 5 that the inclusion of this drift
impacts significantly the equilibrium of the plasma.
Finally, one should discuss some open remaining ques-
tions. In this work we have not included the E B´ drift,
however it has been shown that the electric drift has not only
an importance in E B´ turbulence but also drives large scale
transport that need to be taken into account, even for a
laminar approach [28]. This is also the conclusion of [16],
which shows that a drift dominated regime exists at a higher
diffusion level only when considering the full drift dynamics,
i.e. including the electric drift. Moreover, here the charge
balance is not taken into account. Considering the large
asymmetry at play in the simulations at low anomalous
transport one could expect a large potential response, thus
large E B´ flows significantly modifying the equilibrium.
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